
Chapter 7 (Flowback and Produced Water) and Chapter 8 (Wastewater and Waste Disposal) 

Talking Points 

     Chapter 7 

 Because some components of hydraulic fracturing fluid are proprietary chemicals and 
because the products of reactions between chemicals in injected fluid and the 
subsurface may be unknown, these represent a major impediment to evaluating the 
potential impacts of flowback or produced water on water quality. Unknown chemicals 
must be assumed to have potential to change characteristics such as solubility, mobility 
and even toxicity in any receiving waters. 
 

 Even with known constituents of injected fracking fluids, the constituents of flowback 
and produced water vary depending on the geologic formation that is being fractured 
and, even with a specific geologic formation, there are changes in the samples of 
flowback and produced water over time, with constituents changing between samples 
taken immediately after fracking to those taken days and weeks later. With resulting 
limited knowledge of the actual constituents of flowback water at a given time, it is 
extremely difficult to assess the impact of flowback on surface and groundwater. 

 

 The report correctly states that the composition of produced water must be determined 
through sampling and analysis but acknowledges that this is extremely difficult due to 
challenges in accessing production equipment and identifying target analytes and being 
able to analyze them. 
 

Chapter 8  

 Despite these severe data gaps (EPA admits that “…data limitations preclude a 

determination of the frequency of impacts with any certainty…), there is ample 

evidence of water contamination in the limited number of cases where EPA has been 

allowed to investigate. 

 

 The report states that it is difficult to produce a nationwide estimate of the amount of 
wastewater produced and that “(t)here are relatively few studies that have evaluated 
the ability of individual treatment processes to remove constituents from hydraulic 
fracturing wastewater and present the resulting water quality”. Obviously these are 
critical requirements before drawing conclusions regarding the potential impacts of 
wastewater treatment and disposal or their impacts on surface and ground water. 

 

 A more rigorous system of required reporting, with independent confirmation of data, is 
needed to define wastewater volumes generated, its composition and its disposition. 

 



 Additional research  is needed in order to understand the nature of the risk of 
wastewater treatment and disposal to human health and the environment. 

 

 The report notes that there are a number of uncertainties at individual spill sites and 
that conclusive determination of impacts to water resources depends on commitment 
of resources to the implementation of sampling, analysis and evaluation strategies. 

 

 Growing evidence shows that regulations, where they exist, are simply not capable of 

preventing harm from flowback or produced water. Regulation would be more feasible 

if flowback water were subject to hazardous waste regulations under Subtitle C of RCRA. 

 

 The industry should bear the true cost of waste treatment and disposal and ensure its 

proper management, under substantially stronger regulatory oversight. 

 

 With all of the existing data gaps, relying on industry data and without EPA’s own data 

from current fracking operations, it is not possible to make determinations as to 

whether fracking has the potential to change the quality or quantity of drinking water 

resources, unacceptable for the agency that is charged with protecting the environment 

and human health. 

 

 Wastewater volumes will increase as hydraulic fracturing activity increases, highlighting 

the need for better management, reporting, regulation and oversight.  

 

 There are several known constituents of produced water that present both acute and 

chronic hazards to drinking water and aquatic life if spilled, and many more that are 

unknown. 

 

 The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that the EPA is failing to protect 

U.S. drinking water sources from fracking-related activities such as waste disposal; 

Hydraulic fracturing should be prevented unless, and until, the industry has proven on a 

limited scale that the products can be fully characterized and injected fluids limited to 

non-toxic and non-reactive substances, with demonstrated spill and well failure rates far 

lower than the startling percentages that limited data currently indicate (see Chapter 5 

on Chemical Mixing).  Safe operations must be maintained under strong regulatory 

oversight to protect human health and the environment. 

 


